First of all, thank you for this! It is what many people have been waiting for. This is the solution to Windows 10 which was just released on July 29th 2018. I'm not sure if you've seen what has been going on, but it has been a chaotic release. You can see people jumping off cliffs, throwing themselves in front of the train, and the developers who put Windows 10 out there are getting vilified because
they are making some irreversible mistakes. The whole point is to make it easy for people to install...Windows Loader 2.2 is that easy! One thing that some people might notice when installing Windows Loader 2. 2 is that they won't be able to log into the Windows 10 setup after it is installed. This is because Microsoft changed the process they use to update Windows 10. This created a big problem for
people like me who like to update their OS's (Operating System). You can see many people writing on the internet complaining how useless the Windows Loader 2.2 was, but didn't even bother trying it out. They probably thought it wouldn't work, or that it would make Windows 10 Setup crash and wipe their hard drives clean (It doesn't do that, but let's face it...These are all things you would think can
happen). I tried it out. Personally, I think this has never been easier. Here is how I did it... I had Windows 10 already installed on my PC, but I wanted to re-install it in order to get rid of Windows 10. It turns out that when you install Windows 10 for the second time, it will do an upgrade instead of a clean installation. At least that is what happened to me. So what I did was simply boot up with your
USB in the computer and select the "Repair Your Computer" option when you see the "Hello" screen (Windows 10 Setup). When you do this...The setup will ask if you want to repair the existing installation or do a clean installation... Obviously you will choose to do a clean installation. After that is done, it will ask you if you want to keep your files...Obviously you want to leave those alone! It will
now do a "Windows Update" and let you know when it's done. When this is finished, just restart the setup and it will let you log into the computer completely fresh! So one thing to note about this is that if anything goes wrong with the installation, just boot into your USB again and select the "Repair Your Computer" option. You can also go into "Advanced Options" and do a System Restore point
check which will restore your system back to before Windows 10 was installed. I tried all of these things out... They worked fine! I'm using a Lenovo S20-30 laptop...The one with the Optimus technology. If you do not have a similar laptop, you might have a different set of options. One way to know what you can do is to type in "Windows Boot Manager" in your Search bar. This will give you a list of
all your boot options and will tell you what is in the list: >>: Windows Boot Manager: UEFI or Legacy BIOS Allows users to select between UEFI and Legacy BIOS modes in order for the computer to boot up.
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